
Review- Goal Ball Leadership Course 

Recently I have undertaken a leadership course in 

Goal Ball here at Wollaston School. The session a 

full day but was fun and exciting throughout. 

At the start of the day our leader- Faye- 

introduced herself and told us a little bit about 

Goal Ball, where the GB team are based and in 

general a bit about the sport as a whole and 

where and how many people play it throughout 

the world. 

We then went onto the leadership and to begin 

with, we warmed up then moved on to working with one another whilst half of us were blindfolded 

and guiding them around the Sports Hall. This is something that most of us found challenging so we 

had to use our other senses like our hearing. This came with its own challenges due to the fact there 

was 20 of us participating. The next thing we moved onto was looking at the equipment that is used 

which was fascinating as there are all different types of 

balls that different stages of the sport play with.  

The picture to the left shows Faye, the Goal Ball course 

leader, she is teaching someone the basic drill that we 

had to do so that we can get used to handling the ball 

without sight. Once everyone had mastered this we 

then moved onto playing a few games and some drills. 

This was even more interesting and funny than the 

practices as you have to be extremely silent so that you 

can hear the umpires because, of course, you cannot 

see them. As we were playing a couple of games, we all 

had the chance to umpire which was really fun and 

exciting as none of us had umpired before. This demanded us to take control as a leader and was a 

really great experience in developing leadership skills. Taking your sight away doesn’t seem as 
daunting to some but when your eyes are covered and you have to listen to a singular ball racing 

towards you, it’s a whole other experience and I can honestly say it really changed my perception of 

sport as a whole. 

Before this course I was very oblivious to disability in sport because it has never really affected me or 

anyone around me. However this course has opened my eyes and may be even something that I look 

into in the future to ensure that everyone can access actitivties. Overall it was an amazing 

experience and was really eye opening.   

– Alex Young- Year 12 

http://www.raredr.com/news/goalball-101
http://www.goalballuk.com/the-sport/coaching/

